Meson Facility At Los Alamos Visited

As a meeting of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) Users Group held at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory on January 16, Harry Palevsky was elected Chairman of the first Executive Committee for a one-year term by representatives of the more than 40 institutions attending the meeting. Palevsky is head of the Neutron Physics Group of BNL's Physics Department.

The Meson Facility is a proton linear accelerator, with top energy of 800 MeV, some ten times greater than the most powerful proton linear accelerator now in operation. However, the major difference in its very high intensity proton beam, which will be used in a target, can produce intense secondary beams of p-pions.

Expected to be operational in 1972, the Facility will be utilized by scientists from throughout the United States. For this reason, it was decided to establish a Users Group to provide a formal channel for the exchange of information between the LAMPF administration and scientists of other laboratories who will utilize the facility for their research, and to provide a means for maximizing scientific and engineering productivity out of the efforts of users groups in specific projects at LAMPF. The group will also serve to bring the facilities and counsel to the LAMPF management.

It is planned that about 50 percent of the time will be made available outside users and an equal time will be utilized by LPSL personnel.

Serving with Palevsky on the Executive Committee are David A. Lind, University of Colorado; Harold H. Clark, UCL; Harvey Williard, Case Western Reserve University; and Arthur Polakow, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Appointed as liaison officer of the Users Group was Lewis Agrest, Associate Superintendent.

R. Ronald Rau, Chairman of BNL's Physics Department, attended the meeting in his capacity as consultant to LASL and member of the LAMPF Policy Board.

Adams Accepts 300 GeV Post

Dr. J. B. Adams, presently Member for Research of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, has accepted and will take up his new appointment in the next few months of Director of the 300 GeV Project at the CERN-Meyrin Laboratory.

When the new European high energy physics laboratory is established, he will be appointed Director General.

On learning of Adams' acceptance, Professor Bernard P. Gregory, Director-General of CERN, commented that it would be a pleasure to have Dr. Adams return to Meyrin and he could be certain to receive the assistance in preparing for this new European project.

NED Becomes DAS

Applied Research Emphasized

The Nuclear Engineering Department, which has been so named since 1952, will now be named the Department of Applied Science, according to Dr. Max Goldhaber, Lab Director.

The name change, effective today, has been approved by the Trustees of AUI, and reflects the fact that much of the present work at the Department is concerned with applied scientific research rather than engineering, and that a good part of some of its work is not of a nuclear character.

According to Dr. Goldhaber, the Department will continue to engage in scientific and developmental activities, particularly of an applied nature, which fulfill recognized objectives of a National Laboratory, and which are consistent with the character of Brookhaven. Guidelines also require that these activities should be of a pioneering nature with a high degree of technical sophistication. They are, therefore, required for the general research program of the Laboratory or that they fill a national need for which BNL has unique capabilities.

"With this general framework, the activities of the Department can be grouped into three categories, as follows: 1. Basic research and development aimed at understanding, and not necessarily of a nuclear nature, directed toward applications of atomic energy. 2. Research and development, and engineering when required, in support of other Laboratories of the Laboratory. 3. Research and development in the service of other national needs, with the approval of the AEC. In this case, facilities and staff capabilities are superior to those of AEC Laboratories. All three of these guidelines are clearly satisfied."

On January 8, 1948, the Engineering Department was established with Dr. Charles Wilson as Director. The Department was primarily concerned with work connected with the building of the BNL's graphite reactor. On January 1, 1949, Engineering was merged with the Reactor Project, and became the Department of Reactor Science and Engineering, under the chairmanship of Dr. Y. L. B. Bovet. Headquarters of the new department was at 29 Cornell Avenue.

On August 1, 1951, approximately a year after the reactor went critical, Dr. Burst left the Lab for the University of Utah. Clarence Williams and Marvin Fox shared the chairmanship of the department, with Williams in charge of research and Fox in charge of Reactor operations.

The following year, again on August 1, Lab Director Leland C.樱桃 directed that two separate departments be formed, one to be the Nuclear Engineering Department, and the other to be the Reactor Department. Under the chairmanship of D. N. N. I., processing, the BN experimental program in core and control material was directed to hire the staff beyond the 1952 level of 1412 permanent employees.

Dr. Williams continued as Chairman of NED until May 1, 1966, when he was appointed Deputy Director. He was replaced by Dr. William D. Worthing, who was appointed Chairman of the Department. Dr. Winch, who had spent the eleven previous years with E. T. DePence of NERC, and with BNL, was appointed Deputy Director, mainly at the Savannah River Laboratory, Bureau of Chemical Engineering Division of Nuclear Chemical Engineering Department and Chief Research Engineer when he left BNL in 1957.

Cooking Exchange Meeting

On Thursday, January 30, a meeting of the Cooking Exchange will be held in the Department Area Recreation Building from 3 to 5 p.m. Various casserole dishes will be demonstrated at this meeting.

Each adult is asked to contribute $0.50 for the cooking demonstration and the dishes which are provided for children.
Life Saving Classes for Lab Children

Applications are now being accepted at the Recreation Office for the two life saving classes which have been arranged for children of Laboratory employees. Both 12-week programs will begin the first week of February and meet once a week for an hour and a quarter lesson. Classes will start promptly at 3:45 and end at 4:00 p.m.

BERA Election Soon

The BERA Executive Board, at its January 15th meeting, appointed a Nominating Committee which will select a slate of candidates for presentation on the ballot to all employers for the annual election of Executive Board members in February. The members of the Nominating Committee are listed as follows: The slate to be selected at the slate to the Wednesday, January 30th.

Robert Meier, Accelerator Ext. 7534
Donald MacKenzie, Nuclear Ext. 7527
Graham Cameron, Physical 7267
Victoria Levin, Physics 2341
John Granz, lump. 8903
Harrison Wadsworth, General 508
Walter Crouse, Plant E & P 2982
Charles King, Medical 7407
Raymond Schild, Chemistry 606
Lloyd Schauer, Biology 398

Scuba Diving Course Offered At Lab Pool

Arrangements have been made to offer employees and/or their spouse a 12-week course of instruction in the techniques of skin and scuba (with tank) diving at the Laboratory Swimming Pool. Mr. Louis Casone, Deputy Chief Scuba Diving Instructor of the Suffolk County Vocational Education and Employment Board, will provide the instruction and direct the course. The first lesson will be an “orientation” meeting at which time the instructor will discuss the course and the nature of the equipment individual will be required to supply. Each of the registrants will be given a Scuba Diving Manual at no cost. The first four weeks will deal with skin diving techniques employing the use of fins, snorkel and face mask. If you have these items, bring them and your bathing suit to the first class. If you do not, wait until the instructor advises you on what type to buy.

The balance of the course deals with tanks and it is necessary to buy one to join the class. Arrangements can be made, if necessary, for equipment rental.

The University of the State of New York will issue a Scuba Diving Certificate to those who have satisfactorily completed the course.

Registration accompanied by the $2.00 fee(*) is now being accepted at the Recreation Office for the following techniques:

Class A - Monday: 5:15-6:30
Class B - Tuesday: 5:15-6:30
Class C - Thursday: 5:15-6:30

Deadline for registration - January 31 - 1:00 p.m., or when the class maximum of 30 is reached.

Employees sign up (minimum 10 per class) the sessions will begin on February 3 and 4.

BERA Dance

Put a little romance in your life. Take your lady-fair for a walk down Lovers Lane on St. Valentine’s Night.

The Central Shops Dance Committee is planning a memorable evening for you on Friday, February 14th in the Gymnasium. Decorations will be lavish, the orchestra under the direction of Tony Furiano will be featuring vocalist Margie Farrell will be thrilling, door prizes will be unique, and givesaways will be something to talk about.

BERA will supply the ice, chips o’ pretzel, and chocolate morsels. Beer and soft drinks will be sold.

Admission will be $2.00 each for employees and escorts and $2.00 each for guests. Tickets will be sold at the door – no reservations will be needed.

Make your plans now to be at the Gymnasium at 9:00 o’clock. Don’t miss the thrill of the new and fun-filled evening of your lives.

Bowling News

Irmc Cral

Purple League

S & M with a 293 series moved into first place. If they continue that pace they may well wrap up the second half before we know it.


Finale

Florida Aces and Royal Lancers are established as number one and number two in the Florida Aces and Royal Lancers.

Football

Aspers Fencers hold the No. 1 spot with a 10-0 mark. The next best No. 2 spot. A high gross series of 633 was bowled by Marie Brenner and 631 by Danette.

We’re not doing too well in the 200 class so we’re going to start trying some of the well above average scoring games - just to show the potential is there!”

Margie Stoeckel 179; Marie Brenner 175; Carol Beck 174, and Pat Oster 172. Mary Craig 171, Arden Neher 165; Pat Towsley 157; Rose Rosarz and Kay Trautson 159, and Ruth Britton, Diana Bartell and Ginny Deibel 147.

Red League

Sandbaggers, Bar Flies and Dinmonts tie for first. Bio Rats are not tied with any of the last place!

L. Baker rolled a 228, F. Kist 212, J. Bercot 207, R. Meier 203, S. Kosai 202 and Deadline 201.

Deadline for registration - January 31 - 1:00 p.m., or when the class maximum of 20 is reached.

Employees sign up (minimum 10 per class) the sessions will begin on February 3 and 4.

Call for Musicians

And Cast Members

Musicians are needed to play in the orchestra for the musical “Cirque” which will be performed by the BNL Theatre Group on the Manhattan Hotel Group on May 16, 17, 25 and 24. We would like to welcome employers and their family members who can play the following instruments: violin, saxophone, viola, trumpet, background French horn, baritone saxophone, flute, clarinet and alto sax, clarinet and bass clarinet.

Allen Address Reserve

During January of each year, every alien in the United States must report his address to the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Alien address report forms are available at the U.S. Post Office, 2nd Center Street.

Harbor News

It will be sip ’n things at the next regular Harbor Committee coffee meeting to be held on Monday, February 27. The meeting will be at 10:00 a.m., and the place is Apartment 6-C. The wig demonstration will be sponsored by the Village Wig-In of Patchogue.

Everyone will be welcome to attend. Bring the children.

Local 2230 Meets

A general business meeting of Local 2230 IBEW will be held on Thursday, January 24. The meeting will be at the Knights of Columbus Hall in Patchogue, and will begin at 8 p.m.

French Group at BNL

The next meeting of the group will take place on Wednesday, January 25 at 8:30 p.m. in the small meeting room of the Conference Center.

Marc Blinon, well known movie director, will deliver the first of two lectures entitled “Jean Cocteau, Poete de l’Ecran” (Jean Cocteau, Poete de l’Ecran). This lecture and the second, to be given on March 24, will be illustrated with 16mm movies.

Among M. Blinon’s movies may be mentioned “Le marc de sam lakshim,” with Edith Piaf and Yves Montand, and “Ma- cabe” with Francois Rosay and Pierre Signoret. Blinon is also a radio and television director.

A donation of 25 cents per person will be collected, and refreshments will be served.

Dollars and Sense

Leon Meshel

What To Do With Your W-2

Sometime within the last few days BNL employees should have received their W-2 forms. If you don’t check your W-2’s for the accuracy of the following information:

1. Gross pay
2. Social Security number
3. FICA employee tax withheld (for 1968 should be 1.4% of gross pay up to $7,000)
4. Federal and state tax withheld (if you retain your year’s pay statements, fine, don’t consider retaining weekly or monthly pay stubs)
5. Ignore New York City or N.Y.C. withholding - BNL had about 120 N.Y.C. residents and employees during 1968 - mostly in summer position.

If you had an excludable sick pay during the year, the amount should be indicated on your W-2, in a separate box with an asterisk (*). If there are any errors on your W-2, or if you have not yet received your W-2, contact the Payroll Department as soon as possible.

Arrivals & Departures

Arrivals

Donald E. Grass

Eddie H. Johnson

Leroy James

Physcal

Leslie Schornher

Accelerator

Departures

Louis J. Massa

Chemistry

Paul N. Reilly

Medical

Alvin M. Salzman

Applied Math

Coming Attractions

1/24 “The Crucible”

(RNL Theatre - 8:30 p.m.)

1/25 “The Crucible”

(RNL Theatre - 8:30 p.m.)

1/31 “The Crucible”

(RNL Theatre - 8:30 p.m.)

2/1 “The Crucible”

(RNL Theatre - 8:30 p.m.)

2/6 “BERA Concert in Honor of President" (Berlin Hall - 8:30 p.m.)
Nude Dancers At Sylvan Pot Party Involve Community

The recent discovery of a group of teenagers, including a minor’s daughter, participating in moonlight orgies in a woodland near Salem, has precipitated an investigation by authorities of the actions of several adult members of that same community.

A source close to the court, in preparing the case for trial, said that initial investigation has disclosed the involvement of “many influential members of the community.”

The wild woodland parties were brought to light by the parents of one of the teenagers, Roy Sten PARIS, who discovered the group of girls dancing in the nude around a smoking pot that was filled with un-analyzed herbs and materials. Reverend Pariss said that his daughter was adversely affected by the influence of some possible drug when she returned to her home.

In the ensuing investigation, the girls charged that they were being led by some persons in the community who forced them into obscene and irresponsible acts. The prosecuting attorney has revealed that testimony will be brought out during the trial which will prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that the children were led into their actions by he leading members of the community. He has also revealed that possible murder indictments will be asked as a result of testimony given by some of the participants of the woodland orgy.

The public trial will be held in the courtroom on Southaven Avenue at the corner of Columbia Street, starting on Friday, January 24. Because of the sensational aspects of the testimony, no person will be admitted to the proceedings without a ticket, which must be obtained either at the courthouse court before the start of the trial, or from one of the court clerks as listed elsewhere in this paper.

The Salem witchcraft trials of the Seventeenth Century when reported in the language of the Twentieth Century are quite easy to relate to the present day of pot parties, student demonstrations, race riots and erotic religious sects.

Buy Your Crucible Ticket Now!


The cast selected by Director Julie Peters to perform Arthur Miller’s “The Crucible” has rehearsed in segments twice weekly since October 28. General admission tickets to the Crucible are now on sale at a special ticket booth in the Cafeteria as well as the Recreation Office, or may be had from ticket sellers in most Departments. Opening night is Friday, January 24, at the BNL Theater. Performances will be given on Saturday, January 25 and February 1 as well as on Friday, January 31.

Place now for a delightful evening of first-class theater without travelling in to the city. Admission cost is $5.00 for employees, $1.75 for guests, and $3.50 for children under 15.

Artos & Auto Supplies

AR immigrants. 170-15 WHEEL — a 5 lug, 46" R.C. $1.25. 7-0.15 mr. wheel, 1 new, 1 rebuild, 4 lug, 46" R.C. $85.00. Host. Tom. Et 1132.

10.00 V.W. SUNFLOWER SEDI-11A, radio, 72,000 mi. good clean cond, good reference available. $650.00. E. Tom. Et 7115.

20.00 SNOW TIRES — 8.55R14 mounted on Mercury wheel, Lowrance, Et 2354. H397271.

40.00 GOOD cond. $650.00. 715-410 for after 6.

60.00 STUDEBAKER — Cumm, grey, very good shape, economical, 49,000 mi. owner, $550.00. A. Olsen, Et 2474. 250,027/05 for after 6.

75.00 FORD — Rod & gold, Ford 267/271 hp hi perf. excel cond. $300.00. 67-969 for after 4.

55.00 FORD CAMPING — 4 spal, custom made top on bed, 6000 mi must sacrifice. $750.00. E. Meister, Et 2517.


10.00 RAMBER — Close, good cond, ad shift cy, $400. 7278. 877-2702.

10.00 BUICK WILDCAT — 2-door hard, 41,000 mi, auto trans, back/side, power windows, pub next week wheels, $550. 87-703-3106.

20.00 FORD FAIRLANE 500, VB, auto trans, r/h, 4 new tires, excel cond on & out. Wally, GRS-123.

20.00 RAMBER STATION WAGON — Classic, 6-cyl, r/h, auto trans, pub, new tires, pub 1930, $1100. E. 7115, 928-2048.

20.00 CHEVROLET IMPALA STATION WAGON — 1 owner, and trans, cy 6-cyl, excel cond, must sell. $1500. Ent. 3742. 46737.

20.00 WHEELS — For Volvo 122 or S4, M. Strangon, Et 227.

20.00 AMBASSADOR 2-door hard roof, VB, pub trans, pub next week wheel, $850. 7278. 877-2702.

20.00 MUSTANG — VB, pub cond, $900. B. Low, Et 7292.

20.00 TRIUMPH TR 4 — British racing green, white top, off for sold, $4 spal, overdrive, 4 new tires. Best offer, Robert. Et 6842.

20.00 W.V. Rims, but in struc cond. Best offer. A1791.

20.00 COYOTE — $300. 2 tops, new paint, 4 new tires, 4 Keystone custom caps, fully aligned, must see to appreciate. $300.00 from Ronald, Et 2342.

Boots & Marine Supplies


40 LONE STAR GLASS REBOOT — Coppy made. $10.00 for $5.00 for after 6.

Miscellaneous

CH. RADIO — Same model E, Mobil antenna, 12 chan. $125. Ent. 6790.

CUSTOM DRESSMAKING — Tailoring, alterations, departure, special-lined gowns & 3 Belles’s suits. $10.00 for $10.00 for after 5.

50 BAK — BERMAKERS, connects to roof, adjustable to any car, holds 6 pots of ice. Percy, Ent 2245.

2 TOY POODLES — 1 silver, 1 black, both females, AKC, trained, good pets. Ent. 7639.

OSCILLOSCOPE — Defy 5", AC input, w/cabernet, brand new. $60 or best offer. Ent. 2517.

31 EMERSON TV — Good cord cabinet, use for repair or parts. $10.00 for $10.00 for after 6.

VOGLANDER CAMERA — 35 mm, focus lenses, fits, lens hood, Konivar and Turril viewfinders, flash unit, The new $100. Louis, Ent 2328.

PONY — 12.00, 4 yr old, gelding, jumping horse, schooled, 110% sound, always in ribbons, champions, owner outgrown, sacrifice. Asking $300. Ent 2149. 947-7300 for after 6.

QATAR — Like new. $25. Ent 2588.

TRUMPET — Just reconditioned, excel instrument $25. Ent. 2588.

CHEF FREEST — 17" pr. 290-2742.

WILL BAYST — For working matters in my house. EM electric typewriter. Dana, 298-1635.

WALNUT WAGYADOY COMBINATION — TV, phone, office $ 18 end. $100. 209-4672.

SHARP PORTABLE TV — 20" Exc cond, only 6 mos. $100. QB 109 bldn. end now, $20.00 for leather case, Ent. 514. Ent 514.

FIREPLACE LOGS — Seasoned oak, 18" long. $12. Y4-8216.

RUNNAGE SALE — Infants, clothes, women’s dresses 7 8, skirts 23 24, blouses 34, sweaters, Sandy, 2811- 5737.

CRB & MATTRESS — Good cond, $10, deluxe car seat, very good condition, cot $9, sell $5. "Cleaner’s" scale card, $10.00 for after 6.

KEYSTONE PROJECTOR — Good cond, $10, girls skates, size 1 1/2, 3 1/2, $20; boy’s skates, size 3, worn once, $25. E. Thomas, Ent 672.

— Humphrey
WANTED TO RENT - Furn. 2 bedroom house, for summer use, Est. 7/21.

TYING - Term papers, etc., to do at home. Claire, Ext. 2131.

PIANO BENCH - A. Andrus, Ext. 2712.

MED SIZE TRAVEL TRAILER - Camp! & in good cond. F. Rogers, Ext. 7326, 286-4301.

STEREO SILEX PROJECTOR - P. Althoff, Ext. 7164, 568-3579.

BOCK-BINDING - I'm bk. A73-047 after 5:30.

TO KENT - Apt w/ bed & kitchen for young couple in vicinity of Lab, prefer furn. Feb occupancy. Tom, Ext. 7261.

TO JOIN OR FORM - Group to obtain Consumer Reports at group rate. A. LaMonte, Ext. 2922.

BABY CHIFFONIER - Joe, Ext. 3703.

2 BICYCLES - 1 man's, 1 ladies', reasonable. 286-1097.

1 1/2-M 8 - 8 hours, to fit 1 ton Ford truck 2 50. Chester, Ext. 1357, Ext. 1522.

PIANO - Reasonable price, for 10 or old boy general. We hope. D. Koughty, Ext. 2791, 286-1276.

STEREO BENCH - Dark wood. T. Morris, 744-5096.

20" USED GAS STOVE - Good cond, inexpensive. Ralph Ext. 431, 744-8917.

KOTO-TILER - 3 3/4 hp, walking type, w/rear mounted tongs. 732-9517.

TO RENT - 2 bedroom townhouse, Shoreham area, Jan occupancy. Fran, Ext. 2245.

COIN BAINS - Made of tin, copper, iron, white metal, porcelain, wood, brass or glass. S. Rose, Ext. 2700, 286-2282.

MEN'S ICE SKATES - Size 6 or 7. Morris, 744-5096.

Classified Ad Policy
Deadline is 12 noon Friday for publication the following Thursday.

1. This free ad space is offered only to owners of real and not laboratory animals.
2. Advertisements for sale are to be submitted in person to the office.
3. Persons buying houses, apartments, or stores for-sale or rent, do so with the understanding that these may not be available without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin.
4. Ads for materials required for trade in association with the free personal business or commercial acquaintance. Ads should be restricted to 20 words or less and typed or printed on the form provided, and must be the same size and type as used in this newspaper. Due to the large number of inquiries received, space restrictions will be held for publication in the next issue.
5. Ads are not to be run and must be renewed if they are to be reprinted.
6. Fees for advertisements for sale of goods may not be brought on site.

For Sale
- Autos & Auto Supplies
- Real Estate (Homes & Vacant Lots)
- Furniture
- Household Goods

For Hire
- House Cleaning
- Lawn Care
- Babysitting
- Dog Walking

Wanted
- For Sale: House
- For Sale: Auto
- For Sale: Office Equipment
- For Sale: Jewelry
- For Sale: Tools
- For Sale: Sporting Goods
- For Sale: Hobbies
- For Sale: Antiques

For Rent
- Apartments
- Houses
- Rooms
- Office Space
- Retail Space

For Lease
- Commercial
- Industrial
- Retail

(Phone & Photo No. To Call)

If you are concerned about the safety of your ad, please contact the advertising department for guidance.

Employee's Signature

Send to: Brookhaven Bulletin, 1994 Brookhaven Avenue

FRENCH SKIS - "Resigned" Olympic model, 91 cm, $25. Contact, Ext. 2422.

SIMASE CAT - Female, spayed w/shot, bluepoint, 1 yr old pure breed, will not tolerate our Meikie. $25. Arlene, Ext. 7176.

GIRL'S FUTURE SKATES - White, like new, size 3. $3. Ext. 2145.

CHINA SERVICE FOR 8 - Imported from Sweden, never used. $70. Atlas-017 after 5:30.

ICE SKATES - Boys 9-10, size 12, used in season. Original $29.95, sell $10. P. Poffenbair, Ext. 2287.

ALTO SASSOFOONE - Good cond, case incl. $30. Ext. 606.


MEN'S HOCKEY SKATES - Size 11, used only twice, excel cond. $6. D. Mushett, Ext. 2216, H23-134 after 6.

WALKING TRACTOR - W/realtly rebuilt eng, mower, door blower & carb & various lawn accessories, all good. $100. H. Mushett, Ext. 2216, H23-1243 after 6.


AUSTRIAN MADE SKI SLOTS - Size 9M, used 1 season. Asking $15. Ext. 7481.

2 ACRES - 500' off Jericho Tpke, on Wilson Blvd, Gordon Heights. $6000. 732-3422.

GERMAN SANDER OR POLISHER - Heavy duty, flexible shaft, motor on canister. $72. Ext. 597, A76-0436.

WALNUT VANITY - Right out of Bonnie & Clyde, long pair glasses, 2 adjustable side mirror, 4 drawers. $15. A6-0805n sidew.

BABY CARRIAGE - Britbit, collapsible frame for travel, baby removable for use as car bed, very little used. Best offer over $20. Corrider, Ext. 7465, A6-6716.

8' ELOCARDO CAMPER 1965 - Sink, stove, sleep 4, will fit in ton truck. $590. H22-1832.

5 DAYS, 4 NIGHTS TO FLORIDA - In Florida, won at White Stone $25. Addie, Ext. 7490.


BREAKFRONT CHINA CABINET - Walnut, very good cond, $20; outdoor lounge, $3; redwood & chrome outdoor rocker, $3; 1 straight chrome outdoor chair, $1 Ext. 567.

BIRD CAGE - On floor stand, w/cover. $5. M. Parkin, Ext. 7103.


ROLLER SKATES - Chicago brand, size 9, excel cond. $10. Tharp, Ext. 322.

PROPERTY - Is acre located in hamlet of Brookhaven, very close to water. R. Meyer, Ext. 2934, 1197-3577.

HAMS - 3C-342 receiver, assorted ABC-3 transmitters; 2 meter & 6 meter converters; 6 meter beam. Rich, Ext. 2733.

SKI BOOTS - Size 13, used 2 seasons, newer & outer less type. $18. Ext. 2266.

ZOOM MOVIE - Std 8 min; match needle magnets; Keystone projector, auto threading, $90.00; Saddlebag. Ext. 2709.

ROOM HEATER - Electric 1600 watts, 110 volts, high & low fan control, used 1 yr. Cost $250 new, sell for $10. A. Rosemo, Ext. 445.


HOMES


BELLPORT VILLAGE - 2 or old spacious colonial near everything. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, fron, dr. dr., full basement, deck, wood 0.8 acre. $31,000. A6-8724.

PORT JEFFERSON STATION - 3 rm ranch on fenced 1/4 acre, full basement, carpeting, extra! $21,500. 473-7079.

SHIRLEY - Tile bath, lb/br, modern eat-in kitchen, full basement, ocean view, property, 1 car, near stores, also rent to own. 281-5711.

For Rent

FLUM RM. - Mastic, $65/mo incl util. Ext. 2441, 2442.

N. SHILEY - 4 rm mod apt & bath, util incl, near Lab. 924-6140.

3 RM AP. - Center Moriches, single or couple, heat & heat incl, formally furn. $100/mo. B76-0797, B78-1769.

FLUM AP. - Shirley, div util, put entrance, 5 min to Lab, close to shopping, good for 1 or 2, 281-5341 after 6.